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GUIDELINES FOR EXAMINATION SUCCESS 

Multiple choice, open book, examinations 

The following guidelines were devised by the team at Cordatus Consulting after over 15 years of 

developing, invigilating and successfully sitting open book multiple choice examinations. Good 

technique can count for anything between 5% and 10% additional marks.   

1. Preparation 

1.1 Check out the exact location of the exam venue on Google Maps. Contact the organisers 

in advance to confirm parking arrangements, room number and examination start time. 

1.2 Ensure all your notes, prompt cards and text books are clearly annotated with your 

subject headings. Use coloured markers, Post Its etc. to highlight key topics and 

formulae. This will save time when looking up topics during the exam.  

1.3 Check out restrictions regarding text books, sample questions sheets and calculators. 

Most examinations will not allow any devices that can connect to the internet 

1.4 Check out required items e.g. ID, specific pencil types, black or blue pen, calculator types 

etc. Buy special pencils well in advance as they are typically not available in a regular 

shop or supermarket. Bring a parer and eraser. 

1.5 Develop an examination timing plan. Below is a workable example for a 4-hour 

examination: 

 Examination stage  Duration 

First pass read through the paper and question 

answering 

90 mins 

Second pass referring to notes, books & using 

the calculator 

120 mins 

Final read through of all questions  30 mins 

Total  240 mins 

  

 

2. Arriving and getting settled   

2.1 Arrive in plenty of time, at least 20 minutes in advance of the start time. 

2.2 Acknowledge that you will not know the answer to every question on the paper. Be 

comfortable in that knowledge. 

2.3 Breathe. Do not look up notes in the last few minutes. Breathe. 

Shorter, Simpler, Safer 
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3. Reading the paper and answering questions  

3.1 Read through each question individually, slowly and carefully & in sequence. To the side of 

the question, eliminate with an ‘x’ the obvious wrong answer. As you go through the 

paper, mark the answer slot with your first-pass answer at each question.  

3.2 Skip the question if the answer is not obvious, and move on to the next one. Do not worry 

if you don’t know the answer. Sometimes a later question will prompt an answer an earlier 

one.  

3.3 THIS IS THE MOST DIFFICULT DISCIPLINE. Do not refer to your books or notes during the 

first pass. It will only slow you down. 

3.4 Following first pass completion of the questions go back re read the unanswered questions 

slowly and carefully. Complete the remaining unanswered questions, whilst referring to 

your notes and books if necessary. 

3.5 Answer all questions. In a 4-option (a, b, c & d) multiple choice examination, you have a 

25% chance of being right, even if you don’t know the answer. Typically there is no penalty 

for an incorrect answer. 

The underlined phrases above cannot be emphasised enough.  

 

4. Most common mistakes in examination technique 

4.1 Not reading the question slowly and carefully enough. Candidates miss the true sense of the 

question, or get confused with the ‘All of the following ……Except……’ question formats.  

4.2 Opening notes and books during the first pass through the questions. The candidate is 

almost certainly guaranteed to run out of time at the end.   

 

5. For examination tips & mentoring please contact: 

Pat Cullinane or Bernie Rushe, Cordatus Consulting Ltd.,  

Galway Technology Centre, Mervue Business Park, Wellpark Road, Galway, Ireland 

Tel: +353 91 870708,   email: info@cordatus.ie,   web: www.cordatus.ie 
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